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‘The Alternative
Currency Revolution’n

The greatest treasure in any nation is the monetary supply. This monetary supply can be created as a nationally owned asset,
with a monetary unit based upon life-force, the same monetary unit used by the other two million species upon our planet, to
power their complex communities.
In this monetary format, the financial system fulfills Aristotle’s concepts for money, to be
portable, durable, divisible, intrinsically valuable, and easily recognisable.
This monetary system fulfils the economists’ dream for a financial system which is 100%
reserve, a system which is no longer a pyramid game of assets and debts. This monetary system
also operates using the minimal financial costs, those of debt, interest, taxation, and inflation.
Money can now flow in a transparent system, controlled by the Nation’s Treasury, under the control of the parliament and
the people of the nation. The concept of money has becomes as simple, elegant, and utilitarian as a garden shovel! Our
monetary system can now function in the same way that hydro power lights our world, using a reservoir of latent power
which can be switched on and off, at will.
The droplets of water in this monetary ‘lake’ can be defined as ‘human life force traded within a marketplace’! The measure
for asset money, similar to the electrical measure of the Watt, becomes 'the distance that a typical human being, walking at
the normal speed of 5km/hr, will cover within one hour, that is 5000 metres’. This monetary unit is a measure of human
physiology, human psyche, time, distance and the speed of light, as a metre is a measure of the speed of light within a
vacuum. This is a monetary measure which has echoed throughout the historical human journey, it is a measure which is
intrinsically familiar to the human psyche!

A financial system based upon life-force monetises all the realms of the economy which are not
currently defined as GDP and this monetary system financialises the ‘commons’, the great beating
heart of our nation, the heart which includes the families, carers, students, entrepreneurial businesses,
artists, and visionaries.
In this asset monetary system, when a loan is created by monetising customer assets, the loan is recorded as an asset, owned by
the customer, and loaned interest-free, with all financial costs paid by the asset lake. To access loans, the asset bank's
customers will need to provide collateral, credit history, business plans, and a system of payments. These loans will need to be
approved and administered by a financial officer whose services are financed by the asset lake, and if the loan is not repaid,
then there will need to be mediation with the loans department. The loan may then be written off, or repaid through
community work. This asset financial system, based upon life-force, requires ethics and honour upon both sides of the
financial transaction. It is also an empathic monetary system which will create an empathic world, it is ‘sacred’ finance which
uses waters poured from a ‘sacred’ lake.
In the Australian example, twenty five million people, times an average of $20 an hour, times 40 hours per week, times fifty
weeks per year, creates a hydro lake of ‘one trillion dollars’, a lake which would power our nation with an efficiency millions
of times greater than if we had used capital borrowed from the international debt markets, the modern version of the slave
markets from history!

To demonstrate these monetary principles, we have created Quantar Hydro, an alternative currency which uses Cyclos
banking software. Quantar Hydro is a name derived from hydro power, light quanta, and ant economics.

Using the Quantar Hydro concept, we can calculate the potential labours of the Quantar
membership, projected ahead for the next year, to create a Quantar asset ‘lake’ which can
power TheQ! community and an international trading market. In this market, each Quantar
member will receive 300 free Quantars per year, every year, with the renewal of each $AUD8
annual subscription. The base hourly wage, for an unskilled worker, would be 10 Quantars per
hour. However, a doctor, or a skilled artisan, could charge multiples of this hourly rate, to honour
the years which they have invested in their profession and their craft.
Now a Mrs Smith can have her lawns mowed by a local student, who can then receive a language lesson from a teacher, and
the teacher, in turn, can receive a basket of vegetables from the local market. The world is exchanging the treasures of goods
and services, using a monetary system which does not impose the four financial demons. The people will have awoken to the
nature of money, the slaves upon their plantations will have discovered that the real treasure in our nation is the life force of
the people! This is the monetary ‘gold’, the honey in the human ‘hive’ which the debt bankers have been stealing with their
debt confetti, created from nothing, the confetti which we have, in our ignorance, been calling money and wealth.
This Q! marketplace could initially be financed by subscriptions, donations, and the supply of additional services, such as the
merchandising of TheQ! brand. However, when TheQ! marketplace attains a critical mass, perhaps with hundreds of
millions of members, TheQ! will then have the power to transform the banking structures for our world!
This Quantar marketplace could begin with only ten people! If each of these ten people brought in ten
further people, creating a chain of membership, then within only ten vertical levels in this financial chain,
we would include every person upon our planet!
In conclusion, we once lit our houses with medieval oil lamps but we now use electricity to power our
world. It is time then for a similar technological revolution within our monetary system. We need to awaken to asset-money, we
need to awaken to a financial power that can create a human incandescence which will light our entire planet. Welcome then to
The Q!, welcome to ant economics, welcome to financial freedom!
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